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NoTE: Your zodiac sign is based on the Sun’s position at the time of your birth and the dates in
this eBook are used as a guide! For example, if you were born between the 19th and 23rd of a
month, you must check an ephemeris to see exactly where the Sun was at the time of your birth to
define your zodiac sign.
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DESCRIPTION OF LIBRA
Libra: User Guide
People with the sign of Libra are born between September 21st and
October 20th. The sign of Libra is the seventh of the twelve signs in the
zodiac. These signs are divided into four main elements: fire, earth, air and
water. Libra is one of the Air elements. It is the second one after Gemini,
Aquarius being the third.
Air signs feel the need to facilitate a connection between the twelve signs
in the zodiac while bringing a certain lightness. The sign of Libra is fully in
line with the Seventh House ruled by Venus and Saturn. Venus represents
the sign of love and beauty while Saturn represents wisdom and patience.
Libra are therefore a perfect blend of these two planets.
People born under the sign of Libra have a reputation to be overflowing
with love and to respect the rights of impartiality and equality. They are not
spontaneous at all but rather rational and thoughtful people. They need to
weigh the pros and cons before they make any decision. It is a stability that
is more conducive to their development and growth.
The two main colors for the sign are red and blue, preferably slightly
discolored or even pastels. Libra are aestheticism maniacs. They are
elegant and refined people. They also have a curious and especially creative
nature, an innate talent sometimes leans on the artistic side.
The human body parts related to the Libra sign are the bladder and kidneys.
Their day of the week is Friday. The favorable numbers for the sign of Libra
are 2-6-8-9-19.
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Libra And The World Around Them
If Libra Were…
A VEGETABLE

It would be long if you had to quote every single plant that could fit the sign
of Libra. However, the vegetable that fits Libra best is undoubtedly the reed
or simply a tree. Reed coincides perfectly with the beauty and natural charm
that Libra people project within their surrounding environment.
The choice of the tree is reasonably justified. It represents being rooted in
the principles of equality and fairness, and fulfillment of their love and of the
principles of sharing through their leaves.
AN ANIMAL

If Libra were an animal, it would surely be a small reptile, like a lizard.
The choice of the lizard has been made for its ability to easily fit in the
environment where it is located. Like a lizard, Libra people are flexible and
quickly adapt to any environment.
A MINERAL

If you had to combine Libra with a mineral, it would be opal or coral, which
reflect quite well the many side that shape their personality.

What Jobs For Libra?
Of a calm and pacifist nature, they have a major asset in mediation. A
Libra native can play the role of negotiator and facilitate communication.
Case in point, they stand out for their ability to always find compromise in
situations where they are involved. Therefore, they could have a big career
in diplomacy, communication and especially in the world of advertising.
Since Libra are fair and balanced people, they might be interested in legal
professions. Some might start a particularly beautiful and rewarding career
as a lawyer. This is a more flexible trade that can guarantee the kind of
independence they need. But this job mainly lets them prove themselves in
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the field of persuasion and negotiation.
For others, who wish to pursue their artistic and creative passions, Libra
people also have a bright future in the music industry. Many renowned
singers were born under the sign of Libra, including Eminem, Usher and
John Lennon. The latter even experienced worldwide success with the
legendary band «The Beatles.»
But what distinguishes John Lennon from the other 3 members of his band
was that he was able to rally his passion with his Libra personality. Indeed,
he is mostly remembered for being a great artist committed to pacifism, an
activist for world peace.
Libra can also get into the world of movies. There are also many great actors
and international actresses born under the sign of Libra. For example we
might mention Marion Cotillard, Monica Belluci, Zac Efron or the very
famous Will Smith.
The artistic creativity of Libra people can also manifest in other broader
areas. It could be dance, interior design, sculpture or even painting.

Libra And Compatibility With Other Signs
Libra can be very popular and respected in the environment where they
stand. This is a perfectly normal thing, because Libra are also very respectful
of their surroundings. Whether at school or at work, their colleagues will feel
delighted to be working with a person of the astrological sign of Libra.
Libra are sociable and very cooperative. They are extremely hardworking
and methodical people. But one of the main qualities of Libra is undoubtedly
team spirit. For them, any obstacle is a challenge that must be overcome
together and each must contribute so everyone can move forward.
They have innate leadership skills that many businesses value and are
always recognized for what they’re worth. The natural assets of Libra
people enable a group to move forward to the realization of a project or the
accomplishment of a task.
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Libra people are in perfect harmony with people of the same sign. Gemini
and Aquarius are in the spotlight as they share the Air element with Libra.
So it’s quite normal that they can easily begin a fruitful collaboration with
people born under the sign of Libra.
Libra also get along very well with Sagittarius and Leo, both professionally
and as friend. However, Cancer, Virgo, Capricorn and Scorpios will struggle
to find common interests with Libra natives. They could certainly have the
same goal initially, but the way to achieve their strategies won’t necessarily
be the same, or might even be in contradiction.
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LIBRA PERSONALITY
Like every other astrological sign, Libra have both merits and flaws. However,
these personalities are not always the same and often vary depending the
sex of the person concerned.

Libra In A Male Natal Chart
A Libra man is an emotionally unstable person. He can change his mood in
the blink of an eye when dealing with sensitive topics that may affect him
personally. He tries to hide this fragile and sensitive aspect under a thick
layer of confidence.
He can be quite bold, especially in the professional field. It is not just
bragging, because he is truly gifted in what he undertakes, without
necessarily appearing pretentious.
Libra men mastered the art of communication to perfection. They know
exactly how to choose the right words to convince someone and make a
difference. So much that they get to influence the decisions of the people
around them to steer them toward their own choices. Some will say they are
hypocrites or manipulators, but in spite of their character, they don’t have
many enemies.
Indeed, people still appreciate them, because in essence a Libra man is
primarily a sociable and friendly person. Often, this «manipulation» will not
serve his personal interests, but good and righteous causes. The Libra man
can suddenly show a great generosity and affection.
Professionally, he has more patience and ambition that a woman of the
same sign. He knows that success does not come by chance, but is built
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step by step. He does not shrink from any difficulty. Challenge is what
drives him and he cannot see the point in easy things. The more complex a
situation is, the more he will try to interfere and find out a solution.
But a Libra man is not as perfect as he seems. On the rare occasions
when he fails to solve a situation in the end, he usually runs away and
avoids any responsibility. He does not like to face the problems he cannot
bring concrete solutions to. The same goes with conflicts and verbal
disagreements where he is unable dominate the conversation.
But the main human quality of Libra men is that they are very respectful to
their superiors and elders. This is not a simple sign of politeness. They are
well aware that respecting others is the way to be shown respect in turn
when their time eventually comes.
A Libra man is the kind of person who cares about the small details. He
is well groomed and elegant. He pays special attention to his own image.
An image that is a perfect reflection of his narcissism sometimes, but
especially of his sense of order and organization. Despite a slightly bad
temper, Libra men are charming and flattering. They are often seen as
gentlemen with the fairer sex.

Libra In A Female Natal Chart
The Libra woman is discreet and rather reserved at first. However, when
you get to know her, she opens up slowly and unveils a kind, sincere and
sociable side of her personality. That said, she is not very emotional ... or at
least she doesn’t let it show.
This is not the kind of woman who will show off her life and career. On
the other hand, she is deeply interested in the history of other people.
She is the kind of person who knows how to listen. She is not particularly
interested in the essence of the conversation, but in the conversation itself.
Indeed, interacting with others is essential for the Libra woman and there is
no better interaction than a little conversation.
She is also gifted with great intelligence. She highly appreciates the
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intellectual mingling she can achieve when meeting someone new.
But behind of this mask of a cold and distant woman hides a particularly
indecisive woman uncertain of her choices. Her greatest weakness is this
lack of self-confidence and assurance. Nevertheless, it’s an ingenious way
to avoid those who would try to take advantage of her big heart. Indeed, she
tends to have doubts about the sincerity of the people. She is aware that
certain people will be tempted to abuse her kindness.
A Libra woman has a very generous nature. Her loved ones are extremely
important for her. She is also famous for offering very good advice to her
relatives. She thinks everything through with a great sense of repartee.
A Libra woman gives much attention to her family life. She is a loving wife,
but also a devoted mother who instinctively responds to her children’s every
need. Be careful though about her more or less frequent mood swings.
Since she does not let her emotions show, it is difficult to know what mood
she really is in... You need to talk to her indirectly to learn what is going on.
She has this nasty habit of withdrawing into herself if you keep nagging her
with questions.
Professionally, a Libra woman is someone who has a lot of good ideas
to offer. Unfortunately, most of these ideas will be difficult to materialize
because she is too impatient and often pessimistic.
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WHAT KIND OF LOVER IS LIBRA?
Thanks to Venus, love plays an important role in the daily life of Libra
natives. They need love for their personal development and fulfillment. It is
very important for them, more than for other signs.

Libra Men In Love
A Libra man has the reputation of being a great lady-killer among the fairer
sex. He has a natural charm that quickly catches the eyes and melts the
heart of women. It is to his advantage because he likes to be noticed. His
own image is extremely important to him and it shows through his clothes,
the way he moves, and even the way he speaks. The goal of all these small
details is certainly to distinguish himself from others, but especially to
seduce.
He may seem flighty or selfish sometimes. In truth, the Libra man is just a
great romantic that refuses to admit it. If he often seeks to avoid serious
relationships, it is mainly for fear of being emotionally vulnerable, but not
by fear of commitment. You need to know how tame him, play his game so
that he might find a compromise between his expectations and those of
his partner.
One might think that for a Libra man chooses his conquest based on the
physical and the «look». Far from it, he is particularly drawn to the sincerity
of feelings and connection he shares with his partner. He is not into loose
women and one night stands. He is not looking for a woman who will stand
up to him. He would rather find a calm, intelligent woman gifted with a kind
of stability that lets her understand his moments of emotional void.
True, he believes in fate, but he does not believe in love at first sight. For
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him, a relationship is built day after day. Some women may have doubts
about his loyalty because he is a great charmer. But when it matters, Libra
men are honest and faithful men.
A Libra man is dearly attached to his freedom. He cannot bear excessive
jealousy or constraints. He needs to feel free in his decisions. After all, if he
is genuinely in love, he will not abuse that freedom. Astrological signs that
most closely match the expectations of Libra men are Gemini and Taurus
women. He can also enjoy the company and interesting conversation with
Aries and Pisces women. Cancer, Capricorn and Aquarius women will
however have a harder time seducing Libra men.

Libra Women In Love
A single Libra woman can be more or less complex. She may seem distant
and indifferent even in front of a man she likes. She is a woman who can love
in secret. This is a situation that even she has a hard time to understand
because loneliness is particularly unbearable for her. Being single for a long
period of time is out of the question.
This is someone who needs to feel loved. She demands tenderness and
affection. She would rather be with a bad partner than be single and wait
for mister right. She wishes she could lead a harmonious life in a couple, full
love and joy.
Her greatest flaw is that she is unable to express her feelings for the man
she really loves. She tends to wait for him to make the first move. A first move
that will almost never come or often be too late. Indeed, Libra women are not
really patient women.
For her, marriage is a milestone that must absolutely be reached at a certain
point. And if she does not marry the man of her dreams, she still will feel
something toward the man she married instead.
For the Libra woman, every relationship is an opportunity to unveil her
feelings. An opportunity to demonstrate that she is a caring woman who
is 100% all in about the relationship. Provided that her partner is serious
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enough. She can be more or less capricious. She has a weakness for welldressed men, who have a rather chic and elegant style.
Of course, like most women, she is looking for a man who can ensure her
safety and material needs. That said, what she seeks is a stable and honest
relationship. The heart of a Libra woman is a fragile treasure that needs to be
nurtured with lots of love and affection.
She cannot bear possessive men and their excessive jealousy. Indeed, a
Libra woman cannot bear the idea of being dominated by a man. For her, a
love relationship must be based on desire, not obligation.
The Libra woman has a much greater chance to be attracted to the
personality and character of a man of the same sign. However, she is also
likely to share a connection with Gemini, Aquarius and Leo men. Perfect love,
the utmost compatibility for a Libra woman, is a Taurus man. Both are under
the influence of Venus, love will stand ready. They understand each other and
get on with each other perfectly and in every way.
DO YOU HAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR FUTURE IN LOVE? DO YOU WANT TO
KNOW YOUR COMPATIBILITY OR FIND ANSWERS TO YOUR QUESTIONS? Visit
askAstrology at https://askastrology.com/zodiac-signs/libra
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